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Pre-release product keys for Windows 10 Insider Preview wontwork Microsoft will soon allow
commercial devices to join the Windows Insider Program with Windows 10 builds that are in-flight, in
preview, and under active development. These preview builds will be available to download directly
from your device, rather than from Windows Update. You can choose to join the preview program at
any time. Once youre ready, join the program via the Settings page or through Windows Update for

Business policy. In Windows 10 Insider Preview, the experience of using a PC is much like a computer
you might use yourself. You'll have the same apps, features and devices as non-insiders. But you're
not on the general public version of Windows 10, so you'll have access to early builds of Windows 10
before they're publicly available. This offers a lot of benefits, including early access to new features
and best-in-class apps. Windows 10 Mobile Insider Preview is another program where beta testers

can get a behind-the-scenes look at upcoming features for Windows phones. The Windows Insider for
Windows 10 focuses specifically on PC and tablet versions. The latest pre-release build, though,

contains a bug that prevents the PC and tablet version from downloading to certain devices.
Windows Insiders who have previously installed the Windows Insider Preview builds for Windows 10
often have the hassle of deleting the old builds. The latest build, however, prevents most users from

installing the Windows Insider Preview builds with the regular Windows update feature, which
includes the ability to install updates via the web. For users who want to use the feature, Microsoft

recommends following the workaround below.
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when installing the windows 10 technical preview
for windows insiders again, they will be presented

with a banner that asks them to reset their
windows 8.1 or windows 7 pc. this is a good
opportunity to upgrade to the windows 10

technical preview and to test the latest release of
windows. the windows 10 technical preview will
expire in approximately 2 weeks. the final phase
of the windows 10 release process will begin with
the release of the windows 10 technical preview
for windows insiders. the windows 10 technical
preview for windows insiders is expected to be

released during the month of august. the windows
10 release for windows insiders will be an

upgraded version of the technical preview. in
order for users to receive windows 10, they will

need to install the windows 10 technical preview
again. the windows 10 release for windows
insiders will be an upgraded version of the

technical preview. this is the original article:
windows 10 insider preview was released to

windows insiders on january 21, 2016. all insiders
received the same build, build 9922. that build
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included, among other things, the new ui, followed
soon after by the anniversary update on march 2.
if you want to continue as a windows insider past

7/29 there is nothing you need to do. youre
already opted in and receiving builds in the fast or

slow ring depending upon your selection. this is
prerelease software and is activated with a

prerelease key. each individual build will expire
after a time, but youll continue to receive new
builds so by the time an older prerelease build

expires youll have received a new one. since were
continuing the windows insider program youll be
able to continue receiving builds and those builds
will continue to be activated under the terms of

the windows insider program. we provide isos for
these builds for recovery from any significant

problems, but they are still pre-release software.
as part of the program well upgrade insiders to

what is for all intents and purposes the same build
as what other customers will get on 7/29, but that
will be just another build for insiders, and those
who stay in the program will simply get the next

build after as well. 5ec8ef588b
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